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Liverpool’s lead cut in half 
Arsenal 3 Liverpool 0  
WITH the full co-operation of Kenny Dalglish, the championship race has been 
opened wide. The Liverpool manager, in selecting an excessively cautious line-up 
for yesterday's match at Highbury, conceded the psychological advantage which 
had been provided in midweek by Manchester United, and effectively allowed his 
team's six point lead to be cut in half.  
Liverpool, overloaded with defenders, were designed to counter opponents who 
had just won 6-2, not lost by the crushing margin. Arsenal, whose punctured 
belief was instantly inflated by the surprising respect they were shown, reacted 
with a more positive and forceful performance than might have been the case.  
Although the legitimacy of their first two goals could be questioned, their 
superiority was never in doubt. Instead of being forced to defend themselves 
against the most prolific attack in the first division, they were permitted to gain 
the initiative, impose their own style and protect their unbeaten League record.  
Steve McMahon was unavailable because of a strained hamstring but the 
omission of Peter Beardsley and Ray Houghton was incomprehensible. Liverpool's 
attacking options, which are usually more numerous and varied than any other 
side, were reduced to a minimum. Ian Rush, surrounded by three giant central 
defenders, was their lone avenue.  
Dalglish rejected the suggestion that Beardsley's absence was significant. ``Even if 
he had been there, we would still probably have lost,'' he said. ``We didn't do 
ourselves justice. Because we didn't compete, we made it harder for ourselves.'' 
Liverpool may have played uncharacteristically poorly but they set off on the 
wrong foot.  
If ever Arsenal were going to be tentative and vulnerable, it was during the 
opening stages. Had they been subjected to sustained attacks then, the memories 
of Wednesday night might have flooded through their anxious minds. Yet 
Liverpool never even threatened to reveal the misgivings which could have been 
lurking inside their opponents.  
George Graham said that Liverpool's tactics are invariably unpredictable. ``You 
never know if they are going to use a sweeper or congest the midfield,'' he said. 
``It is up to the players to cope with whichever system they have to face and I 
thought they did so superbly.''  
Never before as Arsenal's manager had he celebrated a home League victory over 
Liverpool. In spite of the damage inflicted by United, his success at the fifth 
attempt was assured soon after the interval, once Limpar had earned a penalty. 
Gillespie was harshly adjudged to have brought him down.  
Arsenal had already secured the crucial first goal less than midway through the 
first half. A corner cleared by Gillespie and hooked back in by Thomas, the 
outstanding figure, was eventually forced in at the second attempt by Merson. 
Dixon extended their lead from the spot.  
To collect even one point, Liverpool had to match a feat achieved in a League 
game only once this season, Arsenal having conceded more than one goal only to 
Leeds United, at Elland Road. When Houghton and Rosenthal were belatedly 
introduced, the prospect became less of an improbability.  
Before Rosenthal troubled Seaman with a low and menacing cross, the sum of the 
danger posed by Liverpool amounted merely to two direct shots. Burrows could 
not realistically have expected to beat Arsenal's goalkeeper from such long 
distance nor could Venison have imagined that he would score from such an 
acute angle.  
Arsenal, much the more creative and efficient unit, applied a suitable finishing 
touch to their convincing victory in the closing minutes. Merson, with a 
delightfully unpredictable back heel, released Smith, a centre forward in the 
middle of a productive sequence. With a firm drive, he claimed his sixth goal in 
four games.  
Graham resisted the temptation to exaggerate the importance of the occasion. 
``It was not as vital as the cup tie against Manchester United. Even if we had lost 
today, we would still have been in the competition. We have played better but, 
considering the opposition, that was our most satisfying display.''  
Dalglish, whose side had scored in each of the previous 17 fixtures, was equally 
reserved. ``We are still in the position that everybody else would like to be in'', he 
said. Nevertheless, his tactical error has offered Arsenal, Tottenham Hotspur and 
even Crystal Palace a glimpse of a trophy which might otherwise have been 
beyond reach.  
 

 
Gunners firing on all cylinders again 
ARSENAL remembered who they were yesterday and now Liverpool, who have led 
the First Division all season, could be caught in the Christmas rush.  
The champions' 3-0 defeat at Highbury leaves them top but vulnerable.  
By beating Liverpool in the League at home for the first time in George Graham's 
five seasons as manager, Arsenal have reduced the gap to three points but are 
four ahead on goal difference. Had they not been docked two points by the FA 
after their brawl at Old Trafford they would be only one behind and Liverpool's 
hopes of winning the title for the 19th time would be under even greater 
pressure.  
That, however, is just idle hypothesis. A more important aspect of yesterday's 
display by Arsenal was that it reconfirmed their standing as the only serious 
challengers to Liverpool, just four days after they had been rudely dumped out of 
the Rumbelows Cup 6-2 at home by Manchester United.  
That result, and Arsenal's timorous performance, always looked freakish and 
owed something to the fact that their players' attitude had been conditioned by 
the need to avoid further trouble with United so soon after the Old Trafford fight 
and its repercussions.  
Graham's reaction was simply to drop Groves and play O'Leary as sweeper, a 
move which always gives his full-backs, Dixon and Winterburn, greater freedom to 
attack. The real Arsenal stood up again and ended Liverpool's unbeaten League 
record in a manner more in keeping with their form of the past six weeks.  
To judge from his team selection, Kenny Dalglish, the Liverpool manager, 
apparently half-expected that this might happen. He appeared to be more 
profoundly influenced by his team's dropping of their first home points of the 
season against Manchester City the previous weekend than did Graham by the 
rum Rumbelows Cup result.  
Dalglish replaced Houghton, Beardsley and McMahon, who had a hamstring 
injury, with Nicol, Molby and Venison, so a team who had just conceded six goals 
at home were faced with six defenders. Liverpool were grey in dress and grey in 
outlook yesterday; the streaker who braved the cold just before the hour showed 
infinitely more naked ambition.  
McMahon might have been unfit but Dalglish's strategy left Liverpool ill-equipped 
to get back into the game after Arsenal had taken a 2-0 lead early in the second 
half. Rush lacked support throughout and Barnes, though he began in lively 
fashion, increasingly became isolated on the left wing.  
The main difference in Arsenal's approach was that Thomas and Davis gained an 
early grip on the midfield which was never seriously challenged by Whelan and 
Molby, while Merson and Limpar posed a much stronger threat whenever they 
gained possession of the ball near goal.  
In addition Liverpool, when they attacked, were tracked down much more 
assiduously than United's players had been. Arsenal were back to hunting in pairs 
yesterday, their task made easier by the fact that there was so little support for 
Liverpool's front runners. Dalglish insisted that Beardsley, who was not even on 
the bench, would have made no difference to the pattern or outcome of the 
match, a bold conclusion.  
The absence of McMahon was always going to be a handicap. They again played 
Burrows, who marked Gascoigne out of the game at Tottenham at the beginning 
of November, in midfield but this time his influence was minimal. With Whelan 
and Molby frequently pushed back by Davis and Thomas, much depended on 
Liverpool's back four being able to deal with Arsenal's strength at free-kicks and 
corners, and ultimately this proved beyond them.  
The opening goal, after 20 minutes, followed a corner on the right won by 
Thomas's persistence in the Liverpool penalty area. Thomas met Davis's kick with 
a hooked volley which O'Leary deflected before it reached Grobbelaar. He 
blocked the ball but after it had spun up off the line Merson headed Arsenal into 
the lead at the second attempt.  
Liverpool, though they made no protest, thought that the ball had not crossed the 
line before Venison cleared it. Certainly Arsenal's second goal, scored from the 
penalty spot by Dixon after Gillespie was adjudged to have brought down Limpar, 
was debatable because the Swede appeared to have taken a dive. However, the 
build-up which sent him through was worthy of a goal.  
Dalglish shuffled his thin hand and replaced Venison and Molby with Houghton 
and Rosenthal but Arsenal's defence seldom came under serious pressure and 
with two minutes remaining Smith accepted a neat back-heel from Merson before 
striding through to score his sixth goal in four games.  
It was Liverpool's heaviest League defeat since going down 4-1 at Southampton in 
September last year, and the result keeps the English season alive. Arsenal, with 
11 League wins in 15 matches, continue to look the team they were two seasons 
ago when they won the championship at Anfield. The team who lost in the 
Rumbelows Cup must have been androids; yesterday the blood was racing again.  
Arsenal: Seaman; Dixon, Winterburn, Thomas, Bould, Adams, O'Leary, Davis, 
Smith, Merson, Limpar.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Burrows, Nicol, Whelan, Gillespie, Ablett, Venison 
(Houghton, 60min), Rush, Barnes, Molby (Rosenthal, 71).  
Referee: A Gunn (South Chailey). 

 

 


